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69Wounds on Trial

From the twelfth century onwards, the accusation of ritual murder levelled 
against Jewish communities spread across Europe. The mechanics of these 
accusations were quite simple: as soon as a child went missing or was found 
dead, the nearby Jewish community was accused of ritual murder. In its ful-
ly developed form, the charge spread by Christians alleged that Jews cruci-
fied and murdered Christian children and performed magical rites with 
their blood and hearts in an attempt to destroy Christianity. With or without 
incriminatory material evidence, Jewish communities had to defend them-
selves against the accusation of ritual murder in secular and ecclesiastical 
courts, and in the majority of cases the Jewish defendants were condemned 
and burnt at the stake.1 Manuscript accounts and gruesome drawings propa-
gated the accusation of ritual infanticide across medieval Europe. But above 
all, it was the advent of early modern print culture that helped disseminate 
the myth of ritual murder and helped convey the idea that the murdered 
children were innocent and holy. Eventually, some of these infants became 
the object of religious cults and were increasingly venerated in sacred spac-
es throughout Europe.2 In some cases, the weapons allegedly used to torture 
and kill the children were also venerated as relics along with the children 
themselves.3 Material evidence of the purported crime thus became an im-
portant part of these cults.

Despite the fact that the cults of children allegedly murdered by Jews 
gained widespread popularity, they were recurrently contested by Church 
hierarchies and princely authorities. One of the main reasons why Church 
and regional rulers rejected the cults was because they were sceptical about 
the veracity of the ritual murder accusations. Judicial truth, however, was not 
the only problem. Giving the murdered infants a saintly status was also prob-
lematic because as children their intellect was considered undeveloped and 
they were therefore unable to consciously face martyrdom.4 Nevertheless, the 
promoters of this specific form of infantile sanctity established alternative 
grounds to obtain support for their cause. The clearest and most convinc-
ing argument was the precedent of the Holy Innocents, the group of babies 
under the age of two that Herod ordered to be murdered in his attempt to 
kill the Infant Jesus. Proponents of infantile sanctity thought that victims 
of ritual murder ought to be venerated as martyrs because, like the Holy 
Innocents, the murdered children had suffered Christ’s passion in the flesh.5 
Indeed, whether or not the dead children had suffered Christ’s passion had 
to be demonstrated in court. To some extent, then, the evidence for making 
these children holy martyrs was often initially presented in a criminal court 
rather than in an ecclesiastical court, as was customary. To what extent did 
the judicial origins of these religious cults affect the ways in which the sanc-
tity of the boys was visually established? In this chapter, I attempt to answer 
this question by exploring the relationship between legal norms and visual 
conventions.

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in notions of evi-
dence and truth in early modernity, particularly in terms of how these no-
tions were revealed in, and produced by, images. Scholars have broadened 
our understanding of the role of images as evidence in early modern eccle-
siastical and lay trials. Although only a few images have survived in archi-
val collections, sources indicate that they were often used to sustain criminal 
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cases dealing with murder and other crimes. A remarkable case is that of sa-
cred images on trial. As Chiara Franceschini shows, religious paintings and 
sculptures were at times the centre of inquisitorial inquiries, both as the ob-
ject under indictment and as evidence for the judicial cause.6 Made by phy-
sicians, artists, and other expert witnesses, drawings could be considered as 
legal evidence and as the correct representations of the facts under examina-
tion. The notion of an image as evidence and truth was not confined to the 
legal sphere. Recently, Felipe Pereda has demonstrated how painters in sev-
enteenth-century Spain frequently used forensic rhetoric to transform their 
sacred images into conveyors of religious and sacramental evidence.7 In my 
view, the visual representation — and religious veneration — of victims of 
ritual murder is an interesting phenomenon that opens the door to further 
exploration of the ways in which early modern sacred images conveyed both 
legal and religious truth.

In ritual murder trials involving a criminal accusation, which was also 
a charge of crime against Christianity, material evidence was examined 
both as evidence of criminal actions and as a sign of divine intervention. It 
is true that accusations of ritual murder were not always based on incrimi-
natory material evidence. In many cases, popular belief in this anti-Jewish 
legend was evidence enough to condemn the nearby Jewish communities.8 
Nevertheless, whenever a child’s wounded corpse was discovered in or near 
a village, the authorities involved had to provide scientific and religious 
interpretations of the physical evidence. Reading the corpse’s gruesome 
 ‘cryptography of wounds’, as Mitchell B. Merback has perceptively put it, was 
fundamental in formulating the accusation of ritual murder that contribut-
ed to the creation of religious cults of murdered children.9 In addition, there 
were theological grounds to investing this forensic practice with religious 
authority. The ability to decipher the nature of the wounds inflicted on in-
fantile corpses was related to the belief that Christians possessed a spiritual 
 discernment that Jews lacked.10 Reading the body as a script and finding ev-
idence of a ritual crime on it was thus invested with an additional layer of 
religious insight.

Surely, the practice of forensic examination was inextricably linked to the 
processes of sanctity and canonization, which were carried out by religious 
institutions. At least since the early fourteenth century, physicians performed 
autopsies on the corpses of pious people and assessed wounds and stigmata in 
search of evidence of their alleged supernatural qualities.11 The bodies of sick 
people that saints had purportedly miraculously cured were also examined 
for signs that evinced divine intervention.12 Throughout the late medieval and 
early modern period, physicians were thus often chosen as expert witnesses 
in a variety of legal cases. In criminal trials, forensic examinations were used 
to trace evidence of human involvement in criminal actions. Physicians an-
alysed bodies, both dead and alive, in search of relevant information, and 
carefully measured, described, and inventoried wounds and lacerations.13 To 
some extent, then, physicians acting as experts in ritual murder trials were 
expected to perform a double function as witnesses both of criminal and di-
vine intervention.14 The forensic examination of the wounded corpse thus ap-
pears as a point of connection between the sets of norms regulating the cre-
ation of saints and those regulating criminal proceedings in early modernity.
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What was the relationship between the notions 
of forensic truth and religious truth in the exami-
nation of ritual murder victims, and how was this 
dual truth visually established? This chapter is 
built on the assumption that the autopsies of the 
children allegedly murdered by Jews in the late 
medieval and early modern period were a driv-
ing force in their visual representations as saints. 
It interrogates the sacred images of child martyrs 
and the forensic information collected from their 
wounded corpses in order to understand the pro-
cess through which the wounds found on the dead 
body of a child were transformed into evidence 
of holiness. Interpreting images of child martyrs 
in light of the boys’ contested sanctity, which was 
largely dependent on establishing a Christological 
resemblance, may offer new insights into the rela-
tionship between forensics, sanctity, and images 
in the early modern period. I will delve into this 

question through the analysis of two overlooked images of two boys: Michael 
of Sappenfeld (d. 1540), and Simon — or Simonino — of Trent (d. 1475). 
Although different, these two images display the children’s wounds in a simi-
lar orderly arrangement. Insights into Michael’s case will illuminate an earli-
er, newly discovered miniature of Simon of Trent.

Michael Pisenharter was three and a half years old when he was found 
dead in a forest near his home village of Sappenfeld in the diocese of 
Eichstätt, in 1540. As was the practice at the time, the Jewish community was 
immediately deemed responsible for the murder. This time, however, the au-
thorities refused to pursue the inquiry any further. Otto Henry (1502–59), 
Count of Palatinate-Neuburg and prince-elector of the Palatinate, who had 
recently converted to Lutheranism, forbade Michael’s father from continu-
ing the investigation and accusation. Otto Henry’s refusal to investigate the 
Jews caused a strong reaction in the community. As Ronnie Po-Chia Hsia 
demonstrates, the accusation that Michael of Sappenfeld had been the object 
of ritual murder emerged at a moment of scholarly debate on the veracity of 
blood libel accusation in mid-sixteenth century Germany. In fact, Michael’s 
legend was included in the Ains Judenbüchlins Verlegung, a systematic de-
fense of blood libels published in 1541 by the Catholic theologian Johann 
Eck.15 It was in this context that the murder ballad ‘Ein hübsch new lied von 
Zweyen Juden und einem Kind, zu Sappenfelt newlich geschehen’, illustrated 
with a woodcut FIGURE 1 and recounting the ritual crime, was printed and 
disseminated.16 The woodcut shows Michael tied to a column with his naked 
body covered in lacerations and is reminiscent of Christ’s flagellation. The 
boy is being tortured by a Jew recognizable by his caricaturized features.17 
Despite Otto Henry’s rejection of the case, the child’s body was carried to 
the Jesuit church of John the Baptist and John the Evangelist and was dis-
played there as a martyr. Nevertheless, sources evince that the child’s shrine 
in Eichstätt received only temporary fame, and that his veneration was con-
centrated in the decades immediately following his death.

FIGURE 1. Martyrdom of Michael of 
Sappenfeld, 1540; detail of the frontispiece of 
‘Ein hübsch new lied von Zweyen Juden und 
einem kind, zu Sappenfelt newlich geschehen’.

Wounds on Trial
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The cult of Michael of Sappenfeld received new 
attention in the early seventeenth century with 
the inclusion of the story of the boy’s martyrdom 
in the large hagiographical compilation Bavaria 
Sancta, written by the Jesuit Matthäus Rader  
(ca 1561–1634). This richly illustrated hagiograph-
ical compilation was commissioned by Maximilian 
I Wittelsbach, Duke of Bavaria (r. 1597–1651), in 
1614. It included saints, blesseds, and venerateds 
from the lands ruled by the dukes, but also from 
the terra Bavarica — nearby territories that had 
been part of the Bavarian patrimony in the early 
Middle Ages. The collection was first published in 
Latin, and later translated into German as Heili-
ges Bayerland. Based on a thorough use of primary 
sources, Rader reconstructed ancient and modern 
Bavarian sanctity to promote Catholic piety and to 
enhance Maximilian’s political aspirations.18 Four 
cases of alleged ritual murder of Bavarian children 
emphasized the compilation’s anti-Jewish leaning.19 
In this context, it seems clear that part of Rader’s 
interest in the story of Michael of Sappenfeld was 
rooted in his interest in promoting local martyrs and 
specifically those connected with the Jesuit Order.

The legend of the martyrdom of Michael of 
Sappenfeld was included in the third volume of 
Bavaria Sancta, published in 1627.20 Following the 
structure used throughout the compilation, his life 
was illustrated with a sheet-size copper engraving 
of his martyrdom FIGURE 2. The engraving was 
done by Raphael Sadeler the Younger, possibly af-
ter sketches by the court painter Mathias Kager.21 The composition departs 
from the woodcut that illustrated the song ‘Ein hübsch’, and shows the boy 
tied with ropes to a column. This image does not conform to Michael’s leg-
end, as his proportions are those of a ten- or twelve-year-old boy, whereas 
Michael was three and a half at the time of his death. Moreover, the wounds 
are represented in a very distinctive way. The mutilation of the hands and feet 
are anatomically unrealistic, as is the blood that pours from them. Ele giac 
couplets at the bottom of the page praising Michael and establishing analo-
gies between Jews and beasts complete Sadeler’s engraving. All in all, this im-
age appears as a recreation of the legend of Michael’s martyrdom according to 
visual conventions of early seventeenth-century art, which are used through-
out this compilation. And yet, Rader’s account of Michael of Sappenfeld’s 
martyrdom is quite different from that of the lives of most saints and blessed 
people, and quite different from that of the victims of ritual murder.

Rader did not present Michael’s life following the usual succession of an-
ti-Jewish tropes and rhetorical strategies, but instead relied on a long, de-
tailed, and documented account of the purported historical facts surround-
ing the boy’s murder.22 In the margins and throughout the text, Rader points 

FIGURE 2. Raphael Sadeler the Younger 
(engraver), Martyrdom of Michael of Sappenfeld, 
in Matthäus Rader, Bavariae sanctae volumen 
tertium, Munich: Sadeler, 1627, p. 177.
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out that his study is based on manuscripts, poems 
(probably including the ballad ‘Ein hübsch’), legal 
documents preserved in the archive of Eichstätt, 
and on Eck’s study of the blood libel accusation. 
Rader further emphasizes the historical authority of 
his sources by pointing out that Eck himself had ob-
tained forensic information on Michael’s body from 
the physicians and surgeons involved in the case. As 
we shall see in what follows, this emphasis on fo-
rensic truth is also present in a second engraving of 
Michael of Sappenfeld included in Rader’s work.

In the fourth volume of Rader’s hagiographical 
compilation, entitled Bavaria Pia and finished in 
1628 (though published only in 1704), an image 
of Michael’s wounded corpse engraved by Sadeler 
the Younger is included as an appendix FIGURE 3. 
This image of Michael is radically different from 
the one included in the third volume of Bavaria 
Sancta. Before delving into the reasons that led to 
the creation of this image, let’s take a closer look 
at what it represents. Michael’s corpse is shown 
against a black background, and his proportions 
correspond to those of a toddler. His eyes are 
closed, and his open mouth shows a faint smile. In 
this depiction, the wounds are carefully delineated 
and correspond to those described by Rader as per 
Eck’s firsthand forensic information. Michael has a 
cross-shaped wound on his right shoulder, order-
ly prick wounds on his stomach, legs, and feet, and 
various parts of his body have been flayed. The in-
scription below emphasizes the truth conveyed in 
this image. Instead of the couplets that accompany 
the rest of the engravings, Rader included the fol-
lowing sentence: ‘The image and proportions of the 
holy child’s body, who was savagely tortured and 

killed in Hietingen by the Jews when he was three years and six months old, 
reduced here to a ninth of its actual size’.23

A measurement line indicating the exact proportion of Michael’s body 
is engraved between the image and the inscription, allowing future replica-
tions of the boy’s image to be made according to his actual size. This engrav-
ing is meant to be a forensic presentation of the holy body, Michael’s true 
image. The purported forensic quality of the child’s image filters through 
Christological imagery, in this case the Man of Sorrows. This allusion was a 
common visual strategy used by artists to increase the perceived holiness of 
the alleged martyrs of ritual infanticide.24

A physician’s intervention can be found in the representation of Michael’s 
corpse. In the text placed just above the engraving, Rader writes: ‘The im-
age and measures of this child’s holy body have been sent to me from 
Eichstätt by the most noble and excellent Dr. Thomas Thiermair, physician’.25  

FIGURE 3. Raphael Sadeler the Younger 
(engraver), Body of Michael of Sappenfeld, 
1628, in Matthäus Rader, Bavaria pia, Dillingen, 
Augsburg: Bencard, 1704, p. 189.

Wounds on Trial
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A resident of Munich, Thiermair was particularly interested in venesec-
tion, phlebotomy, and other medical areas related to veins and blood.26 
In his dissertation, published in 1608, he even paid close attention to the 
practice of phlebotomy on the bodies of children.27 Thiermair’s involve-
ment in the hagiography of Michael of Sappenfeld was no coincidence as 
his family had been closely involved in the accusation of ritual murder 
against the Jews in Michael’s case. Thiermair’s grandfather was the secre-
tary and notary for Eichstätt’s bishop for twenty years, which likely coin-
cided with the years in which the boy’s body was found. Though Rader 
does not elaborate on this fact any further, it is possible that Thiermair’s 
grandfather was personally involved in the early stages of the blood li-
bel accusation. What is certain is that his uncle Hildebrand Thiermair 
was one of the fiercest prosecutors of the Jews in this case. In fact, the 
Count Palatine condemned Hildebrand for writing a poem in which he 
accused the Jews of Michael’s death and, according to Rader, the count 
even commanded that Hildebrand’s tongue be cut off.28 Without ad-
ditional evidence, it is impossible to know if Thiermair reconstructed  
Michael’s body from Eck’s description or if he copied it from an existing 
image. However, the obvious stylistic difference between the engraving in-
cluded in the third volume of Bavaria Sancta and the engraving of Michael’s 
corpse in the Bavaria Pia strongly suggests that the latter was engraved af-
ter a drawing made by the physician Thiermair, and not after sketches of  
Bavarian court artists.

In order to find the last piece of this story, we must return to Rader’s hag-
iography of Michael of Sappenfeld in the third volume of Bavaria Sancta. 
There, Rader states that five weeks after the body was placed in the church, an 
artist began to draw an image of his corpse. As the artist depicted the corpse, 
Michael’s bodily wounds started to bleed in what was interpreted as a sign 
of its incorrupted innocence. Written in a marginal gloss, Rader emphasized 
the importance of this miraculous event, lamenting, ‘Oh! If we could have or 
find this image of the child!’29 With this episode, Rader did more than make 
the artist into the most privileged witness of the miracle; he provided a nar-
rative that invested all representations of the boy’s corpse with sacred author-
ity. Personally involved in the case of Michael of Sappenfeld, and with family 
connections in Eichstätt, Thiermair quickly responded to Rader’s call and did 
not hesitate to provide him with visual evidence of the boy’s ritual murder. 
By declaring that the physician Thiermair had provided the new image which 
was included in the subsequent Bavaria Pia, Rader infused the engraving of 
the corpse with forensic truth, and consequently gave Michael’s sanctity re-
ligious authority. Rader’s decision to engrave the alleged forensic image of 
Michael’s wounded body and include it in the last volume of his hagiographi-
cal compilation was connected to his desire to support the cult that had been 
created around a child who had been — an maybe still was — displayed in 
a Jesuit church.30 The image of the wounded corpse was key evidence of the 
ritual crime, and thus proof of Michael of Sappenfeld’s sanctity.

In my opinion, insights gained from the analysis of the forensic-like engrav-
ing of Michael, though produced in the early seventeenth century, can serve as 
a frame for looking anew at earlier representations of child martyrs with sim-
ilar judicial origins. Indeed, the connection between an image of an infantile 
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corpse, a physician, and 
a claim of sanctity is also 
present in the case of 
Simon of Trent, which 
is arguably the most no-
torious and the most il-
lustrated account of a 
ritual murder accusation. 
Simon was two and a half 
years old when he was 
found dead in the water 
cellar of Samuel, the lead-
er of the Jewish commu-
nity in Trent, on 26 March 
1475. The very next day, 
Simon was placed at the 
altar of the church of 
San Pietro in Trent and 
venerated as if he were a 
saint FIGURE 4. Popular 

accusation and strong support of Bishop Johannes Hinderbach (r. 1465–86) 
prompted the immediate condemnation of the Jews of Trent. In the follow-
ing months, a group of Jews were tortured, beheaded, and burnt.31 Images 
played a crucial role in the success of this accusation. Soon after Simon’s 
body was found, Bishop Hinderbach promoted the production and circula-
tion of texts and images depicting the ritual murder and the boy’s sanctity. 
Later, following the quick establishment of Simon’s saintly cult in the region, 
parish churches throughout Trent and the Valcamonica area decorated their 
walls with frescoes and paintings of their new martyr. Some images showed 
the boy standing and holding the symbols of his martyrdom, while others 
displayed the cruel martyrdom he had suffered. A smaller group of images 
presented his dead body as a divine relic, an iconography that some schol-
ars call Simon victima.32 In my opinion, this iconography carries a persuasive 
message about Simon’s holiness and miraculous powers.

The image of Simon’s bodily relic is the only visual typology that seems to 
be inspired by the boy’s corpse as it was displayed in the church of San Pietro 
in Trent.33 This iconography shows Simon’s body lying on a flat surface, with 
his head turned to the right; however, parallels with his actual corpse end 
here. Artists enhanced the intensity of the image by representing Simon’s 
dead body on the Jewish liturgical table — almemar, bima — where he was 
allegedly murdered, and with his eyes half open FIGURE 5. Moreover, the 
boy’s body appears covered with unrealistic and gruesome drops and splash-
es of red blood aimed to emphasize the ritual bleeding and his suffering. The 
number and disposition of Simon’s lacerations varies greatly from one image 
to the next, though for the most part artists tend to represent smaller drops 
of red blood covering his body, a larger bloody wound on his right cheek, 
and another wound on his penis. The viewer is immediately struck by the 
presence of red blood and by the instruments of martyrdom that surround 
his lacerated body. Similar to what we just saw in Michael’s image, the form in 

FIGURE 4. Simon’s body in its crystal 
procession reliquary, 1935. Trent, 
Biblioteca e Archivio Storico, T II i 676.

Wounds on Trial
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FIGURE 5. Beatus Simon Martyr,
ca 1475. Munich, Staatliche
Graphische Sammlung, 118239D.

Cloe Cavero de Carondelet

which all these elements are assembled is again rooted in Christological im-
agery. Contrary to Michael’s sanctity, however, Simon’s is clearly manifested 
through a halo of rays of light, and the words Beatvs Simon Martir.

The forensic accuracy with which Simon’s wounds are depicted in a newly 
discovered Milanese miniature of Simon beatus dated 13 October 1475, now 
preserved in the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid, merits further ex-
amination FIGURE 6.34 This image shows details that were not included in the 
hagiographical texts and descriptions of the crime that circulated in the pe-
riod. As we shall see in what follows, this drawing introduces details that are 
only present in the two forensic examinations of Simon’s corpse that took place 
immediately after his body was found. Since Simon appears to be the only ven-
erated child martyr whose forensic examination has been preserved, his case 
enables further elaboration on the relationship between physicians and the 
creation of sacred images that we discussed in the first part of this chapter.

The first forensic examination of Simon was done by Giovanni de Sali, 
the Podestà of Trent, and took place in a room of Samuel’s house. The tri-
al records describe four groups of wounds: a deep wound between the right 
cheek and the chin that looked like an abrasion, a second deep wound on 
the right leg near the shin, a perforation the size of a carpenter drill was re-
corded at the tip of Simon’s penis, and lastly, many small red marks simi-
lar to mosquito bites on the chest, right arm, legs, and thighs.35 The second 
forensic examination of Simon’s body took place on the following day. The 
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FIGURE 6. Beatus Simon Martyr, 13 
October 1475. Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional 
de España, MSS/9769, f. 14r.

Wounds on Trial
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FIGURE 7. Beatus Simon Martyr, 13 
October 1475. Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional 
de España, MSS/9769, f. 14r (detail).

physicians Arcangelo Balduini and 
Giovanni Mattia Tiberino along with 
the surgeon Cristoforo de Fatis from 
Terlago were called to examine the 
corpse. After examining Simon’s body, 
Balduini argued that the wounds 
might have been the result of human 
intervention, but that it was difficult 
to establish exactly what caused the 
wounds. On the other hand, Tiberino 
argued that the round shape of the 
wounds and their orderly position 
demonstrated that they were inflict-
ed in an organized and careful way.36 
Tiberino’s testimony was important 
because it suggested that Simon’s 
death was the result of an intentional 
ritual crime carried out by the Jews 
of Trent, which consequently trans-
formed Simon’s body into a crucial 
piece of judicial evidence. What makes the Milanese miniature exceptional is 
that it appears to be the only preserved example in which the wounds clearly 
correspond with the small marks on the chest, right arm, legs, and thighs, as 
they were described in these two forensic examinations FIGURE 7. What does 
this coincidence mean in terms of the relationship between forensic exami-
nation and sanctity in the cases of children allegedly murdered by Jews?

In the case of Simon of Trent, the answer seems to lie in the involve-
ment of the physician Giovanni Mattia Tiberino (ca 1420–ca 1500), a close 
agent of Bishop Hinderbach and fundamental actor in the promotion of 
Simon’s sanctity. After acting as expert forensic witness during the trial, 
Tiberino authored numerous texts about Simon’s sanctity and the guilt 
of the Jews of Trent.37 As it happens, the miniature under analysis here is 
part of an illuminated copy of a compilation of early texts by Tiberino. The 
compilation contains two illustrations and manuscript copies of three dif-
ferent texts on the martyrdom and sanctity of Simon of Trent, all of which 
are in Italian. The whole volume was created by the Milanese presbyter 
Tommaso Curzio for his patron the Duchess of Milan, Bona of Savoy, 
whose stemma and motto are represented in the frontispiece.38 The first 
text is a copy of the narration of Simon’s martyrdom (better known as 
Tiberino’s ‘Letter to Brescia’), expanded with an account of the condem-
nation and execution of the Jews which was carried out from 21 to 23 
June 1475.39 Here, Tiberino enhanced Simon’s holiness by making a con-
nection between the description of his wounds to Isaiah’s (1:6) descrip-
tion of the Man of Sorrows, covered with wounds ‘From the sole of the 
foot even unto the head’.40 In 1476, a revised version of Tiberino’s ‘Letter 
to Brescia’ was published as the Hystoria completa de passione et obitu pu-
eri Simonis.41 In the Madrid volume, Tiberino’s ‘Letter’ is followed by a 
short account of the miracles that occurred because of Simon’s saintly in-
tercession between March and August 1475, and by a poem in terza rima 
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 entitled Li lamenti del beato Simone da Trento, written in the first person 
as if it was sung by Simonino himself.42 The image of Simon’s body is de-
picted on the first page of this poem.

The original texts on Simon’s martyrdom, which were copied by Tommaso 
Curzio, must have arrived at the court of the dukes of Milan after August 
1475. That is, around the time that Bishop Hinderbach increased his efforts 
to stimulate and popularize the cult of Simonino. In July 1475, and thus af-
ter the execution of some of the accused Jews, Pope Sixtus IV della Rovere 
(r. 1471–84) ordered that the trial be suspended. On 2 September 1475, 
the pope sent the Dominican theologian Giovanni Battista de’ Giudici to 
Trent in the role of apostolic commissioner to investigate the recent execu-
tion of the Jews and the growing cult around Simon. In order to neutralize 
papal opposition to the cult, Hinderbach sought support for his cause by 
sending open letters and envoys to the princes of the Holy Roman Empire. 
Hinderbach also commissioned, printed, and circulated images and texts of 
Simon’s martyrdom in an extraordinary propaganda operation. The earliest 
known cycle of images of Simon’s martyrdom, included in the Geschichte 
des zu Trient ermordeten Christenkindes and printed by Albrecht Kunne in 
September 1475, was in fact part of this operation.43 Bishop Hinderbach sent 
another early image of Simon, which has since been lost, to the humanist 
and poet Raffaele Zovenzoni of Trieste. In a letter sent on 7 October 1475, 

Wounds on Trial

FIGURE 8. Pilgrims Visiting
Simon’s Body, ca 1475. Munich, 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Rar. 338.
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Zovenzoni thanked the bishop for the ‘bellissima immagine’ and praised the 
impressive likeness of the image.44 The emotional effect of the visual and tex-
tual accounts of Simon’s martyrdom on the people of the region was so in-
tense that on 10 October 1475, Pope Sixtus IV sent a letter to all the princes 
of Italy in which he prohibited calling Simon beato, preaching about his sanc-
tity and his rit ual murder by the Jews, and also from writing, representing, 
printing, selling, and/or possessing images and/or texts about Simon’s martyr-
dom.45 Curzio’s manuscript compilation on Simon of Trent for the Duchess of 
Milan is dated only three days later.

The date of this volume, 13 October 1475, pushes back the traditional 
date given to a group of prints representing Simon victima (Simon’s bodi-
ly relic surrounded by the instruments of his martyrdom). One of these is 
the woodcut possibly printed in Nuremberg, which can be found today in 
the Staatliche Graphische Sammlung in Munich FIGURE 5. The inscription 
Beatvs Simon Martir and the boy’s halo pushed David S. Areford to date the 
Munich woodcut around or soon after 20 May 1479, when a formal (and un-
successful) request for Simon’s canonization was submitted to Rome.46 The 
clear formal relationship between this woodcut and the Milanese drawing 
of Simon, however, makes it now possible to suggest that the woodcut was 
made around October 1475. It also establishes October 1475 as a possible 
post quem date for the production of a woodcut of Simon’s body surrounded 
with ex-votos, and approached by pilgrims, which was printed in Nuremberg 
by Friedrich Creussner FIGURE 8. In the miniature and in these two prints, 
Simon’s proportions and the spatial relationship between his body and the 
needle pricks, the knife and the other instruments of his martyrdom are 
identical or very similar. This raises the complicated question of whether the 
authoritative model was the drawing, one of the prints, or a now lost image.

One element that may point to the fact that the Milanese drawing was 
based on an existing woodcut is the relationship between text and image. 
Some of the Latin and German versions of Li lamenti del beato Simone da 
Trento that circulated on printed broadsides were illustrated with wood-
cuts comparable in proportion and structure to the Milanese miniature. 
The Epithafium gloriosi pueri Simonis Tridentini novi martyris, dated around 
1476, is illustrated with an image of Simon sitting on a throne and crowned 
by angels, set in a square frame.47 A German broadside dated around 1498 
is decorated with a woodcut of Simon represented with a halo and sur-
rounded by the initials BS (Beatus Simon) and the symbols of his martyrdom  
FIGURE 9.48 These poems were similar to the popular Italian poetic ephemera 
in terza rima defined as ‘murder ballads’, which were also often illustrated 
with woodcuts. Usually written in the form of a lamentation spoken from the 
perspective of a crime victim, murder ballads were as much a form of enter-
tainment as a vehicle for propagandistic and didactic messages.49 The pro-
portions of Simon’s miniature and the fact that it is on the first page of the 
poem rather than on the frontispiece to the whole volume may indicate that 
the Milanese artist copied the image from a coloured woodcut printed on a 
broadside that was unfortunately lost over time.

The Milanese drawing of Simon, which is the second earliest dated im-
age of Simon preserved today, prompts a reconsideration of the early stag-
es of his visual construction as a holy child. The early date of this drawing 
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FIGURE 9. Triumphant Simon, in Historia
S. Simonis Tridentini, Ulm: Johann Zainer, ca 
1498. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, GWM42241.
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strongly suggests that the iconography of Simon’s dead body was not de-
rived from the cycle of prints included in Kunne’s Geschichte des zu Trient,50 
but was instead produced as an autonomous invention probably modelled 
on the boy’s wounded corpse. Notwithstanding the specific model used by 
the Milanese artist in this case, the accurate replication of the dimensions 
and extent of the prick wounds on Simon’s corpse clearly indicate that the 
image of Simon as a saintly martyr that was circulating at the time came 
from the child’s forensic examination. Most compellingly, this miniature is 
a specific visual argument for Simon’s sanctity since, as I have already noted, 
Tiberino’s interpretation of the wounds as ‘orderly’ was key forensic evidence 
in the accusation of ritual murder against the Jews of Trent. In my opinion, 
the forensic accuracy with which the wounds are depicted strongly suggests 
that Bishop Hinderbach or the physician Tiberino, two of the few people in-
volved both in the judicial records and in the promotion of the child saint, 
intervened in the creation of Simon’s holy image.

Although the images of Michael of Sappenfeld and Simon of Trent an-
alysed in this chapter were produced in different European regions and at 
different times, the objective was similar: serving as evidence to support the 
boys’ religious cults and to support their promotion to sainthood. Indeed, 
Simon’s and Michael’s cases are two of the very few in which the body of a 
murdered child was found, examined by physicians, and later venerated as a 
miraculous bodily relic. In my view, part of the function of the forensic aes-
thetic of their images must be understood from the scepticism that existed 
around giving sanctity to the victims of ritual murder. The fact that physi-
cians, expert witnesses who had the legal authority to discern the criminal 
and divine nature of the wounds, contributed to the creation of the imag-
es only reinforced their purported authenticity. We do not know if sketches 
of the corpses were indeed produced during the development of the trials, 
but the aesthetic value of the images we have analysed here suggest that they 
were produced with the intention of functioning as conveyors of the forensic 
evidence that was key for the development of the religious cult. The images 
of the children’s orderly arranged wounds bear the true evidence of Simon’s 
and Michael’s sanctity.
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